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Causes and Effects of Unemployment 


Unemployment is defined by a situation where a person is without paid work and is 


actively seeking it. Unemployed people are individuals who are able, available and willing to 


find work. They are, therefore, actively seeking work but are not employed. The rate of 


unemployment is usually stated as a percentage and derived by dividing the sum of individuals 


who are jobless by the total workforce. The workforce is usually made of people who want to 


work (Layard, Nickell & Jackman, 2005). This excludes those who are retired, disabled and 


those who can work, but are not looking for a position due to various reasons. There are several 


causes of unemployment that have subsequently affected the lives of most people. Due to the 


high rate of unemployment, there have been significant implications on individuals and their 


families. This makes it arduous for them to survive without a source of income (Layard, Nickell 


& Jackman, 2005). 


One of the significant causes of unemployment is the difficulty for fresh graduates to 


transition from schools to productive members in the community. Most of the employers prefer 


individuals with good skill set and experience to fill the positions available in the organization. 


However, they also feel that the fresh graduates need training and development in order to be 


able to perform the job efficiently.  


Some of the employers feel that this may be a lot of work and thus fail to hire the 


graduates (Krugman, 1994). The graduates are left looking for jobs where they do have the 


necessary skills or experience required. This is commonly referred to as frictional 


unemployment. Sometimes frictional unemployment can be optional such as cases where people 




CHRISTOPHER KOPCZYNSKI

CHRISTOPHER KOPCZYNSKI: This definition introduction is a clear and upfront way to begin.
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CHRISTOPHER KOPCZYNSKI: Wow, this source is really outdated. I'm not sure I agree with this too. Most of the new hires at my company are right out of college.
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choose to switch jobs because they are looking for new employment or they feel that they have 


become redundant in their current job (Krugman, 1994). 


Another major cause of unemployment is what is known as classical employment or real 


wage unemployment. This happens when real wages for a job are set above the market level. 


This in turn causes the job seekers to be more than the number of vacancies. Ultimately, even if 


all the vacancies are filled, there would still be a surplus of job seekers.  


According to economists, classical unemployment increases with an increase in 


government regulations. When the government increases the minimum wage for low skill 


laborers above the market equilibrium, then there is a subsequent increase unemployment levels. 


This is because the low skill laborers would wish to work and be paid according to the laws or 


rules set by the government. The employers cannot afford to pay the workers such an amount 


leading to many workers quitting. However, due to the market equilibrium being lower that the 


set minimum wage, no employer can pay the workers such an amount. This in turn causes an 


increase in unemployment. 


These causes of unemployment usually have negative effects not only on the individuals 


and their families but also on the country's economy. When there is an increased rate of 


unemployment, other economic factors are also affected. These are factors such as the standard 


of living of the people in the country, the income per person, and the quality of healthcare. This 


ends up causing a state of recession in the country. The economy is greatly affected as the 


number of unemployed people continues to increase. They become unable to pay their taxes on 


time, and the government is also affected in the amount of  collect revenue on certain elements 


like income tax.  




CHRISTOPHER KOPCZYNSKI

CHRISTOPHER KOPCZYNSKI: Accept employment for a lower skilled position than what they're educated for?




CHRISTOPHER KOPCZYNSKI

CHRISTOPHER KOPCZYNSKI: This sounds like an interesting cause of unemployment among minimum wage earners. Can you provide an example? I'm just not understanding how a rise in the minimum wage affects businesses and their workers.




CHRISTOPHER KOPCZYNSKI

CHRISTOPHER KOPCZYNSKI: Can you provide in-text citations for this information? It would give it some credibility.
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The government then looks for ways to replenish and gather more taxes. This can be 


through turning to the businesses and companies by increasing the taxation on these businesses. 


This, however, becomes counterproductive in that the companies are discouraged from hiring 


more workers as they are paying too many taxes to the government. 


Additionally, unemployment affects the economy as the government ends up spending 


more money on support. The government, as a result, makes higher payments for unemployment 


benefits, food assistance and even medical aid (Arulampalam, 2001). According to research, over 


70% of what the U.S economy produces goes to personal consumption and unemployed works. 


The increase in unemployment consequently lowers the GDP, and the country is unable 


to efficiently allocate its resources. More money is used to support the unemployed when it could 


be used in building the economy and improving the state of the country (Arulampalam, 2001). In 


addition, the economy suffers in that when the companies do not hire more employees the 


customers are unable to buy their goods or pay for their services. This leads to great losses which 


also affects the economy as the taxes collected by the government reduce (Arulampalam, 2001). 


Unemployment not only affects the economy of the country but also affects the 


unemployed and their families. The longer a person is unwaged, the more challenging it gets for 


them to get a job. It becomes problematic for them to get out of the unemployment rut. This is 


known as chronic unemployment (Liem & Liem, 1988). The unemployed individual becomes 


less and less attractive to potential employers. The employers usually view the unemployed 


person as damaged goods. This is because they have been out of unemployment for so long that 


it begins to raise questions.  


workers?




CHRISTOPHER KOPCZYNSKI

CHRISTOPHER KOPCZYNSKI: This statistic is very foggy. You mean the amount of money our government spends? You mean the whole economy? How can you lump personal consumption together with umemployed workers? What does unemployed works or workers even mean in this context?




CHRISTOPHER KOPCZYNSKI

CHRISTOPHER KOPCZYNSKI: What does this mean?
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CHRISTOPHER KOPCZYNSKI: This seems clear to me.
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The employer wonders why other employers have failed to employ them. They may also 


feel that you are lacking in experience since you have been without a job for so long. This ends 


up having great effects on the unemployed individual psychologically and the overall mental 


health (Liem & Liem, 1988). This does not happen immediately someone becomes unemployed, 


but it takes effect after a few months of unemployment. The people who are experiencing the 


chronic unemployment begin having depression, trouble sleeping and even become anxious. 


Prolonged unemployment manifest negatively in their sense of self-worth. This is usually very 


unfortunate as the loss of self-worth may remain even after the individual is employed again 


(Liem & Liem, 1988). 


The unemployment affects not only the individual but also his family. The overall 


spending power of the individual and his family decrease drastically. This is because the person 


feels that they would rather save the money instead of spending it. The family may be forced to 


relocate to relatively cheaper houses and in some extreme cases may be forced to live in adverse 


conditions. The psychological effect begins to affect the family as the chronic unemployment 


takes a toll on their livelihood and changes everything (Liem & Liem, 1988).  


In conclusion, unemployment does not affect only the individual but also the family and 


the economy at large. With the described cases, it is possible to find solutions and reduce the 


unemployment rate in the country. It is recommended to ensure that there are fewer unemployed 


people and work on reducing the number drastically. This would be constructive to the 


community, the individual, families and even the economy. 


 


 


his or her


when someone


manifests


his or her


his or her


housing
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CHRISTOPHER KOPCZYNSKI: Don't use second person ("you") in academic writing. 3rd person only.
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